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-- It 'is now generally known that in' the United States of America /

t1

t

government expenditures outweigh government revenues. This .tendency of

expenditure to outrace revenues has ,been going on at least since the

Second World War and is increasing in both absolute and relative terms.

In fact, the difference between expenditure and revenue has reached

such dimensions that some scholars haVe labelled,tbis phenomenon-the

fiscal, crisis in AmeTica.1
,

Government officials know that' eventually the crisis will adversely

affect the lifestyle of every American' and that an attach: on one or.

a combination of. factors is needed to alleviate the situation. One
.

...t,'

""easy" way to "solve" the roblemis to cut back on goverrmient,provided

.
services., This me d ....iver those citizens most dependent on

.,,

government services oie-needs would be further neglected, and so,.

i it has to weighed agains,t social costs (crime, riots, etc.i.

Other suggest solutions. are: (a). to government revenues, by

direct or ir irect taxation and/o'r (b) to legislate various types of
..

'freezes' and/or "credit" expanSion prograrz and/or" (c) to reform or

4 \
make re,"e 'Relent"' the,pi'esent taxation system and/or (d) to find a

, ., y
, . ..

new venue x base. /./ , .

In smaller\coun specifically ,the nonSMSA type, government '
L

off cials have tradition ly seen the search for a new:tax base, in the, q
.

ro,zr of indu'strial\d' nt 85 the to their fiscal problems
\ ,

and toeverything else that

6

'Is the coormity. 'Officials in these, areas

ha e been lawn to actively compete with pea. 1 officials from neighboring
:1);

ties to induce a prospective industry to select their community

--,
IL;

p

0
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as the Site for a new industrial plant.

3

IiS theipzirple Of this paper to make explicit the causal Model

t will ease the

objective an

the revenue of

and ,the level

- J

implied, in theielie41 notion that industrial develo

fiscal crisis of smaller-communities. To achieve

attempt will be made to, analyze phe relationship betwe

errunents (as X?'for tellellocal governments

of manufacturing in the ty. The model will be tested

revenue data, obtain from a national sample of 276 non&ISA

in the U.S.A.

Related Research Results'

Industrial impact research In the U.S.A:-has be

than thirty years.
2

rience, there is, no dearth ofs

into the effects of industry on the nation,

the commmaiy. There is also' no lack of

research findings.

'Of the many assumptions that

resarch, the five most ccminon a

on for more

dt,investigat ion

out the state or

-afTapachis or

,

exile /industrial dd lopment and .-
41

1 ,,,, -,

(a) the; idea that thd lbcati cf
f,.

industry seMehow promises to be the p
t*

t....

s for 1 thehe lel-lance

ch to' appraiseupon ascost4Opefit analysis as an effective to

a. project, (c) 'the belief that titarious kinds of *cessions are nec-
.

essary 4n order to,atttact industry, A) the 'commitment to "growth" at

any cost; and (e) the notion. that bigger is better."

,A
Scholars have tested one Or 'a combination of ts-d7----alsumions

.

from a variety of disciplines anddePending on the objectives' of their

research have confirmed or queltioned their validity.
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In this country the greatesi'amount of ct research has been

sponsored by the United,States Department of iculture and the Agri-

cultural Research Stations. Their findings a usually available
z

in
Y

the form of Res aulletini.' It is only re ently that/these re -arch

station studies h been ferreted"out, campil and as4embl in one

place.
4

NOst appea to be specifictothe area

gated or "on shot" pieces of research. Often

started after the p ant was constructed or in

Industrial 4/

In recent

that impact res

industry's impact

overcome th

plant mg investi-.

estieation was

ation*,(Summers,

attempts have made to overcome the accusation

is /'speci c", shot"'at eapts at understan

ty:,Attempts_have been-made to
_____,-

ST ings werefunlque to,
I

,.. /

. Scholdrsiled y Hirsch-- fer, Garrison, Ulrich-and,othe s // /

/ // ft
'I»

4 looking at f a dozen or more c mities at the same

time. Their research, inerms of industry's act on the public -'
. .

/ ,

sectoeafythe economy, has. been concerned ma the expenditure
, t1

%° side' of fiscal coin. Hirsch looked at ct on schools and
Y "

z

4sc.hoffl t4Cts and examined changes employment; income, t

A4, .4.
1. 4 lbase, schOol revenue and expenditures. concluded that the
'4.tt P: '

cat:

th .of a school. district improVes. y/"if state-aid.is eluded as

a revenue ce"..5 Other resbar ike Lowenstein, Isard and

catoilipe

k
community.

new indust are-frequently greater,than the adaitiona/l cost. No

lgthimpact of industr on the public:sector of, the

-

cluded that the additi municipal revenues generated by

O

onq6,

7 --
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attempt was'made, however, to evaluate the'imOact of industry on revenue

per se or toAsOlate,thespecific cqpponents of-.revenue that were

affected by'industrial location.

Working with both the private and public sectors of communities
Y

exposed to industrial plant location ha n scholars like Garrison,

4
"Shaffer, Hagerman and Braschler,'StevenS an:

)

Wa114ce and Wadsworth and

e 0

Conrad.

Garrison concluded from his study of,nine new plants'in five

Kentucky communities that'the industrial,impact'on the public sector

tended to be ,negative when industrial property was exempt ,from taxes
'". .

, arid when service requirepents were increased by ncAlr.residents,and

students.
6 agerman and Braschler who 'researched three new firms

'a

examined changes in public sector revenues and expenditures. They dy

3

xnat link changes in the public sector finances toner industry, new "

r
,

2 N,

population or new students,nor.did they isolate new industry''s impact.?
, 4

Stevens and Wallace examined changes in county government revenues.

*(assessed:valuations and tax rates) between 1947, and 1960 but they too

did not diirectly relate gains in the public sector revenues to the new

-I' industries-they were monitorink.8

4 The same can be said of Wadsworth and Conrad who made no estimate

of the net gains to the public,sectot or 'to the community due to the

j

P
resence of an industrial-plant.

9 Shaffer in his study of The .Impact

. , : .

of Industry on Rural Gemmunities in Oklahoma "found that the communities

studiedireceived'substantial net economic benefits from new inddstries
'A

.but that the major portion ofqhe gains were from the 4riv4te'sectors.

n 07
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"The municipp1gOvernment and school districtl experienced a small net

change in theirtfiscal base from industrialization". Shaffer concludes,

"From a national peppective rural industrialization wag beneficial in the

short and intermediate run, but had adverse effects in the long iin'.10

Other factors'that appear to account for changes in county revenue

appear to be the size of the population and,the median family income of

residents of the county.° Unfortunately, most of the studies monitoring

industry's impact do not focus on demographic data and use population

statistics as a background against which to study the economic or

ecological effects of industrialinvasion.11 (See S,tmuners, et al., 1975,

for a review of the content of 178 case studies.) What research has

.indicated is that population gains have been experienced by communities

and that,median family income has changed as a result of industrial

, location. The effect of these changes on county revenue is a question

that still needs to be resolved by empirical research.
.

It must also be remembered that county governments have .little or

no tax raising power. They are legally subordinate to the State without

whose consent they cannot raise ort.emove any taxes. "They owe their

origin to and derive their powers and rights wholly from the (State]
4/

legislature" (this is (the famous "Dillon Rule" after Chief Justice

Dilloin of the Supreme Court of Iowa:29 Iowa 475 1868).
12

The functions

alo " and powers of the State governftentjas'opposed to the Federal government

, are also enumerated in Article 1, ection 8 of the Constitution with

the Tenth Amendment reserving-for the. State "all powers neither 'delegated
4,,

to the National government not prohibited to the State "., The county is

008 r.

;
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the primary agentassigned to carry out State functions. It exists in

all the 50 states of the U.S.A. except Connecticut and Rhode Island;

In Louisiana the term "Parish" andyin Alaska the term "Borough" is used

in liellof county. Not all counties have county governments.
13

1SOme-

times, Municipal and county governments merge as municipalities.

I4.inicipalities are relatively concentrated population areas providing

;specific services to cities., In Baltimore and St. Louis and'in 35

cities inyirglinia, the cities are outside the counties, so that nearly

12 percent of U.S.
-
population is not served by a county government.

These are also townships that serve-inhabitants of an area without

population concentration, performing limited functions. The number of

county governments-; er state varies with.Dellware and Hawaii having

threeeach and TeXis having 254. The average number, ,of county govennsnt

if 6.1, with the 14Stern and NorthrEastbrn regions belOw and the southe
.

and mid - Western regions well above average. fThe average ii4mber pf resi-

dents per county is 56,975 with Hinsdale, ColOiado having' 00 and

/
Los Angeles county 6.8 million.

14

County Governmentirevenue are obt d from five ma n sourtesi

4

The Federal and State intergove.Oment tr fens in the form of grant-in
vr

aid and shared taxes ,(400. Ihe property tax (42%), other nonpi6peillC

___- r
0taxes (3.6%) and° taxes.:,on,miscellaneoug items 14%) . The intergol/ern-

''
,

.

" I 11
. mental revenues are usuall , i.e., for special programs like

C, , fts . 41I % f
t/

vols. '.They 'are allodated'accOrdineto knpwp criteribn,,
A-
highways

. ,

The
I .4

cannot be divert ti needs otherttnn those specifie'd. ,main,
1

.

; tc I I, .

source of .'nonspecitied" county goxernment revenue is the prOpertyitax
,,t;
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which represents up to 93 percent of all its taxable' effort. It is the

`mainstay of `the county government, though there appears to be a growing

feeling that the tax burden on property owners is extremely high and an

alternative source of revenue is required. It is generally_heldthat

in counties which do not have In alternative revenue source the reliance

on property tax is expected to be relatively higher than in counties

that do have an alternative. The extent to which reliance on property

tax changesdip to industrial invasion also, requires investigation.

In summary, then, one lees that the research findings on the impact

of industry on the public sector has been a cautious observation that

revenues generated are greater than-costs of industrial location or

the impact tends to be negative when industrial property -is tax

exempt or when -one projects in the long run. 'Relatively little work has

,been done to understand haw general revenue or its comppnents are affected

in some counties and not in ihers or how revenue changes occur in some

counties and not in others as a result of industry locating in that area:

/What is also lacking-is a udder unit of analjrsis and a longer time span

sothat data from a sample of counties that is national in representation

is analyzed beyond the traditional 'short run" span Of five to ten years.

As succinctly observed.br, E. Till, Jr..15 "most studies are essentip,'
0

ally 'short non' i.e. concerned with changes'which occur one year or a

few'yearslafter the plant started production." Most existing studies are

also specificio the area or plant being investigated. Those that do
.

consider a longer term become "a spatially and temporally unique,

ethnography", difficillt to use to guide development projects in other

0010

I

4

A
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parts of the nation.

The neglect of these aspects of research is due.in part to the

:9

\-8-

difficulty in obtaining data for a national,project that utilizes a

sample of counties in the U.S:A. Impart, the neglect is due to the

difficulty of ,comparing data since no single ,formula to measure

revenue or revenue capacity or revenue effort is used across the nation.

4tilot only' is there no single formula but there is no consensus in mia

of'what revenue capacity means or ought to meancor what e measures

measure or ought toMeaSure.16 For this analysis it was felt that the

debate 1. academia could be bypassed if one accepted the Advisory

Commission for Intergovernmental Relations definition that "r nue
/ .

capacity equalled actual revenue ra,ted".
17

The most obvious advantage

in using this definition is that it permits compariscils among counties

across different points in time, regarlleSs,of individyal county formulas
,'

j)that are used to determine- revenue effort. It'also provides the
,

standard of comparispn nec ssary, for a task of this' magnitude,allowing.

one to make use of an already collected body-of data.s ,
.

, II
f 1,..

1

The second obstacle Of ob ining county.datafor.,a national project

was overcome mainly through the energies of Gene Summers who was

instrumental in compiling a mammoth data,file fram,the varioUs.census of .-

a , 4

governments publications. So, the opportunity to test the' research'

findings of "short run -- one shot resear$ on a national sample should

42

provide some clues to what has to county 'revenue when industry-moves
.., ,

,,
into its area. The'overgichinghypotheses ate! (a) that a rejationspip

.r 1

- ' , If

Axists between county government revenue and the, level of manufacturing,

r

0 011 5



thessize of the poPOlition in the county and theineZian family. income; e'

and that (b) a change in the former is due to changes in the three

latter variables.

by decomposing revenue into four major components (Federal Inter-
.,_

government revenue, State intergovernmental revenue, Property tax
,

revenue and Other taX"revenue) these hypotheses can be extended fuAher
. t-

to test the. variance with, each component of revenue thus: There is a

\.,°/
relationship botween'Federal government transfers in 1950.and the level

of manufadturini (1949), population size (1950) and:median family income

(1949) etc.,ecc: etc. ..
J 4

In this paper ax, attempt will beymade to test the aboVe hypotheses.

),.

Ali,

TiwrelationShiptetween the revenue variables (dePendent variable y)
, . / ,

..'!,

and,tne other three variables (independent variableS x1, x2, x3) will
i

. 1 / ..

be defined bythe4ression.equationt

71.

. t

y. = a + + b2k2 + b3x3 r

Revenne^A county government with' t federal revenue -= (i) ;g
% state = (j); % property tax = (10 an %. er, 2'(1)

'

= . constant

1
= level of manufacturing employment

x
2
= population size

0

.and x
3

. median family income
f

The analysis will be carried out at time perio4 sp nning over

fifteen years. The year under inve Ligation Will be Vindicated In th,

equation by the following, symbols:

4

M

0

4



P. = 1950 data

Q = 1956 data

R = 1960 data

S = 1966 data

,

4

-10-

t

04
4.

In many instances data. ere collected a year or su earlier than
rt

the'letter that. symbolizes it. Revenue data were collected in 1951,

1956, 1961 and 1966-67; industrial development'data'in!1947 and1959;

population data in 1950, 1960 and 1970 while median family data in 1949,

1959 and 1969. , f

*The 1951 and 1972 Census of Finance data iscnot usabiZbecause

someone in the gentus Bureau with infinite wisdom hastrecategorized

these data making comparisons with what was publishedifrom 1956,through.

lip 1966 impossible.

What will be-discussed-are regression equations 'using data from
.

the early fifties through to 1966. ,Schematically the models are as

'follow:

fir r

Total revenue or
its,emponent

(y)

51* <

.56

R '61

S 66

72* E

Level of
= manufacutring

b
1
x
1

P ation
+ Size

b
2
x2

'Median Family
+ Income

b
3
x3

47 SO 49

,

59 60 59

'0

7070 F 70,

*No data available as categories changed -by uanown census official!

001 3
1

70
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Before proceeding with the analysis a little moie needs to beNsaid

about thedata and its characteristics. Data were made available

, courtesy of Gene Summers. The number of cases where data were misting

for this study were not large. This was due to the fact that the qensus

of,.govenunent replaces missing data with the mean fr:Otif,'counties ha

similar characteristics. So neither'revenue nor on norpd041.4i

income data could be 'called inadequate. The data ototal number o

robs in thecounty anitile total number of jobs in minqa'cturing which

were transformed,, an*100/total emp.) to give the percent manuaeturing

employees in the county did have 45/276 and,50/276 casea -of mass' data

These data were, not reported tby the counties or were withheld by the

publishing agency to a closure of informatitin fOr, an indi

g

reporting unit, or all such cases missing data was,',Veplaced

o determine the reliance on a specific component of revenue for

le, property tax, the folloWing transformati carried oiit

rty tax revenue
Taal county revenue *100. Property tax was4seenOn keeping With the

\

general assumptions, as a function of the percent ofManufacturin
; r

employees in the county plus the size of the population plus median

family ipcome.i It was hypothesized that the greater the former

greater the\latter three inriablesand vice versa. Similar transefo dons

were carried out foi Other revenue compdnents. And:d*results were

examined at three' different timesIfive-years apart14956, 1961

1966. Then change over time was scrutinized,to*ietmine the e
77-

4 ,

to Which,change in revenue and revenue cOmpanent..iare, a functi

0014

49
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a

three-basic variables mentioned above. To determine hdw much of the.'

variance each variable explained the step-regression anal sis technique

was used. Using these procedures gives I.4.5 (33x3) regression equation,'
models which are oranized in the following way.,- First, the effects.. of

the three independent variables (i.e. level of manufacturing employment,
0

population size and median family income) on the dependent variable

.(revenue) for the corresponding year, will be discussed. ,Next the same

independent variables' effect on new (dependent) revenue data five years

later will be examined. Finally, change in the revenue data as a-function

of change in the three independent variables will be examined. This

procedure will be followed for all the 'revenue components and for toaal

comity xeve!itie.

jn ricisia 1 that examines the effect of the level of manufacturing,g,

population size -,and median' &Idly income on percent' of intftovermental
o -

federal transfers to the county government revenue, it was obierved
/ ,

,

that the level of man4facturine*ained an iifinitesmal percent of the
. . . . s r : sk 4

variance in 1956. t.:4100.), fa l'ith. (.0133) and' in 1966 (.0128). The
y i., ' ,

Other two variable 'scardely fared any better with population size
\

explaining in 1956 (.0022), 1961 (.0056), and 1966 (.0069) as small a
Nt ,i

Percent:of the Variance as' yas lexplained by median family income in the
k ! r

county in 1956 (.0078) in 7961 (.1525) and in 1966 only, (.1353).
_ 4 :te A..i`

Only:the standard regiSsion ;coefficient for median income. of the 1

lImio : !Ci.., ie
.

family appears to be negativelylelated td the percent of federal

government' transfers. In 1.956 -the standard regression coefficient was
,,,,., ,

(7.0925), in 1961 it was (,.4196) but it lot about one percentage point
a

tr.
1



;

-13=

(.3954) in 1966. What this'means is that the higher the percent'Of

Federal goveinment transfers the lower the median family income and Vice

versa. .Put differettly richer communities get leis help in reveteu

raising fran the federal government transfers than do poorer communities.

Measured by the. t values°(i.e., partial regression coefficient

divided by their respective errors of estimate),independent variable Xi

(level of manufacturing) is not significantly associated with the depen-

dent variable'(Federal government transfers)t the .05.ind .01 levels
0o

in any of the given.fifteenTears. The other two variables (X.1°and

however, are significantly issociated. with the dependent'variables in

1961 and 1966 bui not.thus' associated in, 1956.' So that intergovernmental

federaLtransferstappear to,be,a small but significant function of popu-.

anduedian family income. This is related to the taxing
, 4

powers 'of the Federal government and the transfer of payments. The

amount of Federal government revenue frau intergovernment4tradgers per

A( `A

caPitadoesiPtchmIPsigraficaptlitherfroml 9r from
*i

1

1961 to l966 and is in the small amount of 1 to 3 percent durag this
. .

period of time. So the yerdict 4f no variance explained can be brought-

to the:three independent variables selected and the percent of Fed it

government transfers.

The secOnd' 1 revenue from state intergovernmental transfers

(Y1j1-2. a + blx be2 + b3x3), being a function of the three independent

vAables rev that a very small percent of the.variance (.0031),

t'kk.

(70036), ank(.J06) either singly or in a group is expla ned in 1956:

Though this vars e (t2 ) increases slightly in 1961 and 1966, its

tsf

0 0 1 6

TaS

9
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increase is not more than .01 percent. It wasalso observed that the

beta values are negatively correlated for two of the independent va

ables. In 1956, both level of manufacturing (-.0428) and median f ily

incamel(-.0812) are thus correlated. This means that the lower the
'A %

1 'evel of manufacturing and median lincome the higher the. revenue to county,

government framstate-intergovernment transfers in 1956; In 1961. and

1966,, however; it is population size, rather than4median family income

.

'that is negatively correlated giVing the regreision coefficient values

of .(-.2277) and (-.1861) respectively. The level of. manufacturing 1

employment and the size of thepopulationare.inversely related to the

Percent of intergovernmental, transfers from-the State in 1961 and 1966.

The independent variable X3, however, is significantly related at the

-

.0001 level in both 1961 and 1966 with a standard. regression coefficient

of .41 in 1961 and .42 in1966. 1114961, 14,5 percent of the variance is

explained .by'income which increases one percent in 1966. Level of manu-

facturing is not significantly related to state. transfers though size of

population is. Looking at the equations singly orin the group of

three`Variables,:ihe change in the coefficient Of determination CR2

z.,,, , or the variance explained) accounts for 1 percent of the variance in 1956-, -,,,,

a.-.-

increasing to 16 percent in 1961 and 17 percent in,1966.. Of this percen-

tager median income accounts for more than half of the, variance

" 4

,,,explained in 1956 and 14.5 and 15.5 percent of it in 1961 and 1966

4f!
respectively.

41..44

,

Change in county revenue as a result of intergoverAmental per

A..j
capita; rensfers from the State is ,significant in 1961 for the median

1 . A'

(1n17
' v 1

n
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1,

family income alone and is positively correlated at/both points, of

observation. Level of 'manufacturing has a negative correlation to the,

'per capita intergovernmental transfers from the State government. What

this appears to mean is that the higher the level of manufactUrtig

employment, the lower the per capita. iUtoyenimental state transfers,

This 'is significant at the ;0005 level. In 1966 none" of the independent

variables are significantly correlated to perkapita state governmental ,.

transfers though a change is 'observed in.. the extent to which each variable

, explainA variance. In 1961, 4 percent of the variance was explained by

and X3 but in 1966 these two variables 'combined explained only 1.5

percent. Population size. which explained only 1' percent in 1961 ain d

in value to explain 6 percent in-.1966, ,

In Smeary, then, it appears as if intergovernmental ansfers'

from the State is a function of median family income in both

1966 and not directly al-unction- of level of manufacturing as has

traditionally assumed. It was also shown that level of manufacturing

inversely related to intergo4ernmental transfers from the State. This

seems to imply that the level of manufacturing does relieve the state

of its fiscal burden vis a.vis transfer. of 'liniments to the local govern-

ment. Orthe other hand, the shift could be explained by- the facif that.
. t

population is both negatively and significantly correlated to the state.

transfer variables, while median family income is positively correlated.

State transfers to local government revenue, appears to be ',a function of
i`

size of population (negatively), and median fmily IncOme (positively).-

,

I

. 4
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In the third model the effect of the three independent variablei on

local property tax revenues is'exm4aed to, test the assumption that

industrial development eases the property tax burdea.of residents.' In

1956 (the variance explained) 47fficient of determination fOr level

of manufacturing was .0003 and the multiple correlation .0180 end not.

significant. In 1961 the standardized regression coefficient is

inverrelt related to the kcal government' property tax revenue ;(-.1164

This pattern is relativelystable (-.1052) in 1966% The high

property tax, revenue, the lower the.level of manufacturing,th

'relationship is not significant at any of the three points ithir.

Regarding the other independent variables it was found tfiat the sizeT,
of theppopulation in 'the coutty explained none of the ,variance in the

.
model.in 1956, .0006 in 1961 and Apo in 1966. . The standard:;regr ion

, i

coefficieniwascositive ka 1956.4d4negativelyjelated in 1961 -.1592I

.

and 196 (-.2840). The greater the size of the population, the les$-
.

. .

, .
..t

.

'the. reliance an property tax revenue and vice versa,,thOugh this I not,

were
.

significant at any Oft the three title periods at which sdata were eaRiminedi.

The ifilid variable (X3) median family income; was not sigrii ficntin
1 ,

1
I :

1956 though the equation revealed a negative standard regression coeffici-.k.
..eirt (-.odio)JorayAms percent of`the variance explained is attributed

to this variable. So while higher median incomes result in, ererViToperty

taxes in 1956 the fiadingsare.nat significant at the ;001-or .005'level4
.

of abstraction. i

In.1961, median family income was significantly (.0001) and posi-
I:

, .

.

tively
ri

'3739
'

related-to the localroporty tax reVenue. It explained_
,

, 1

C.

.

1

I

0019.
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12 (13.5 percent of the via e in &group of variablest, The

higher the the greal er the property tax. So that residents in

counties which w e relatively "rich" paid higher property taxes than

in those counties ere the residents were not so "rich". In 1966 the

picture for median 'ly income is relatively constant explaining two

percent more of the ance°than in 1961 (14.5). The regression

coefficient is still sitive and significant. Also significant though

1111

:111

` inversely related is e size of Ovulation in l960 to the property

tax revenue itiA966. e lowei the size of the'population, the greater

the property tax rev,' collected anOice Versa.'

When the change ;he per capita property tax revenue for 1956
/

to 1961 is,,examined, a negative insignificant regression coefficient.

(.0442) is still observed for level of manufacturing, explaining 4.0024)

of the total variance of the three independent variables. Also negative

and insignificant ,is the' change itiipedian fahily income on per capita

property tax revenue iron 1956 to'1961. Population-size change is

positive but i4igaificantV: Correlated. , Only 5 percent of the,total

change in variance appears to be explained by all three variables!

.

The equation regarding change-in property tax revenue. im 1961 "
_

to 1966 explains-10 percent Of the variance-with Slie of POpulatiorr:

-

explaining18 percent and showing inverse (-.2218) and significant

correlations (-.0003) . Median family income is' also negatively' correlated

though with no degree of significa9ce.

Examining the lait component. of, revenue, other local.:tixesprit was
, .

seen that it explained .2 percent of the variance in 1956 and 1.4 percent,

,,,41 .

(I2-0
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!'

of the variance in 1966 It is not significant for any of the three .

variables -though for median family income, there is 'a weak inverse
A

relationship. Weak becailse it ,explaini only .004 percent of the variance.

One can say the. higher the median family income the lower the local tax

revenues. The per ,capita change in local goverrznent revenue (1056 to

1961 ant 1961 to 1966) as a consequence of the three independent ,variables

is positive and significant although it explains approxiStely .04

percent of the variance observed, for the group- of variables. Population

negatively correlated in the 1956 to 1961 time period, though this too

is insignifiCant in-that it explains one percent of the variance. °In

1966 the per capita change in the _local governmentrevenues from pther 4
.. , 1

taxes showed almost no' variation in the coefficient of sletenaination.

It was positive for po tion size and median ildceme and
t. A,-

negatively co eltieefo of manufacturing put not significant for,
;

any one or allme variables ih a gioup. It elly/ained eight percent of

the total variance in the amount of revenue realized o the per capita

local nonproperty tax base

Finally, an es.,tion. model designed to loOk at total revenueA

for the county,- to deterMine the effSt'4 that could be explained by the

three independent variables, level of-manufacturing' in county, size of

population and median family income.'

In the .first equation' that examined the effect of the three indepen

deft variables on total revenue it-Was found that (a) the- level of manu-

facturing explains a minutesmal percent pf the variance in 1956 (.4),

in 1961 and' in 1966.(.03) respectively. The other two variables fared

(in 2 1
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much better with size of population exr.Il ,33 percent of the variance

in 1956 and almost double t,percentage8 (60' percent) in 1961 and",19}661

The relationship between median imam was weak explaining . percent of

44 the variance in 1956 and .6 percent in 1961 and1966.
;9, ,

. The standard regression coefficient of total.revtnue is negatively,

though insignificantly'at .005 level, correlates to level df manu7,

facturing employment 195 in 1961 (-.000a) 'and 1111466

(- .0005)'. It is also insignift r median family income (4368). 1d

1956, (..fl817) in 1961 and (.0732) ,in 1266. For populationSite, the

standard regression coefficient/1s positively and Significantly.cOrtelated

in 1956 (.5291), in 1961 (.7509) and in 1966 (.7479). What thii 'appears

to indicate is that popu ation size and not tharjpvel of kehufactuting
,

-) -....

pet se determines
,

ermines total revenue of the county governmntst, It
--,..-;4.-

f. ......,.

been often established that the location if industty stops the out -.

migration of people. So that by increasing the size:ofthelpoal poPti-.c

lation one increases its revenue effort either throught,rangfer-paymenis:

0

or tnrough taxation.

While a direct relationship.be

. . .

l'ok.,

en level of manufacturing and

revenue realized does not exist, an indirect,one can be attributed to
i 1.

it '' .

the fact that manufacturing increases population site of county govetn7

.-.
meets, which ts the-revenue capacity positively. -

, 1 . ,
.

.

This 'analy§i4s, tried to examine the effect of level of manufacturing

pn county revenue-tfken in total and decomposed into importantcomponen ts:.

Two. components; Federal government intergovermental transfers andflocal

taxes appeared to explain a very' insignificant portion of the'vtriLce.

(1022
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This can be attributed to the allocation between Federal and

State governments ,9, specified by the.U- ,onstitution: ce counties
-. ,,--* - :,- .) eare creatures of the State, it appea as ifthe Federal government is

t,riO invoitredTirith. It in any big way transfers to the local goirerrimenti
,. are not a on of any of the, three variables that were discussed in

this Paper. A t,
( With the second dependent Variable, State intergovernmental transfers; -J

both level of manufactaring and size- of population were inversley related
to amo.:4unt of transfers fit (the State.' State'revenue to local governments

1,L increased inen'ftleyet__ofzan.u4ring and site of population in the
s .:*

count' we-re- low. Megan 'income was the only variable significantly and
.

_ correlated-indiCating that higher: 'realized higher
Andome taxi which resulted in, higher' revenue returns to the county.-

Ptopertly tax,, revenue, is regarded by local authorities as the most

idArcrucialitc 'ent ;of re-Venw- It.t,,cco g tothe assumption, the,manufact-
-4NAc"k _

uring incl tries' had Offec ;on lowering PropertY takes for the
.

. .residents. A significant -inverse Telation44,between the level of,
414manufacturing and property tax revent; _z expected from the data. Irk

419;;;,-1-14,expectatio-,n was not fulfilled.' In 1961,-anil 1966 an, inverse

i4Onship, was-found but it eiplainedb:only.1 percent -of ..he varianceok ' ...p,_, 1
,,wds 'riot Sinificiint. -What was.found -to beArgnificant was the

,

an failly:incOnie in 1961 and 1966. This variable also explained about
fifteen perceht of the variance. Population size lithich was inversely
related to property tax revenue was notsignificant in.19S_6_or 1961 but

- .
appeared to have a -significant .effect oiipiopertir 'tax revenue, five years

tear though the variance explained was only2 yetcent.
'",

0623
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Local tax revenue, which the literature states, accounted for

3 percent of ,the total revenueof local governments showed nosurprises..%

It explained an infinitesmal portion of the variance (3%) and was not

significant.

The mostliAteresting aspect Of the analysis was finding that the

variance explained, or that ,in the significance leVels showed no signi-

ficant change', when revenue (dependent) data at specific point in time

was observed and thin replaceehy.revenue data five years later.

Further, when a.t towas carried out to determine the Change

in the revenue data from anearlier period and when this was observed

7
against a similar transformation for the three nt variables,

significant change in the !Fiance was observed, in the level-of

manufacturing equation. 114 could mean that the revenue effort of
r

local government officials was not maximizing the revenue potential of

,

the County. Some scholars have already observed this by stating that

local officials need toldimluxe to spore efficiently tap their tax

resource base. The debate in acadeMia also appears to be around this

issue; so perhaps academicsand local officials need to pool resources to

learn how to maximize effort to alleviate the fiscal crisis that local,

governments across the Nation appear to be facing.
,

The analysis seemed to'indicate-that the assumption that industrial

development is the panacea for the comnanity revenue needs, appears to be

misconceived. County revenues aipear to-depend upon people and not on

industrial plants per se. The moving Of commerical or administrative

operations to nonmetropolitan'Counties would probably-fhave the same effect°

as the miovinglof an industrial plant has, though the ecological damage

may not be as great O
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